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Word count: Reference Fuente, Eduardo de la. The significant effects of acquiring human reason in relation to
society are: a Social sciencethe study of human societyhelps us imagine and think of alternatives to shape our
future, to improve our society Auguste Comte ; b Social sciences leads us to the awareness of economic and
political trends and events. Sociology not only helps us to analyze current and existing patterns of social life,
but it also helps us to see some of the possible futures open to us. Communism came up with the idea of
organizing the society in a manner where all properties are owned by the community- each person contributes
for the satisfaction of the communitys need. The problem in this case is that people only become eyewitnesses,
but not attestors. In this formulation, Mills intended to assert the superiority of the sociological over the
psychological imagination, the latter being represented as serving the interests of the sociopolitical status quo
by depoliticizing intellectual discourse and undermining social criticism by misrepresenting societal
deficiencies as individual ones. Wright Mills[ edit ] The reception of C. We feel more trapped upon digging
the contents of truth because we realize that were exposed to the obnoxious sides of reality, that there is a
positive and a negative in all aspects of life and of wonder. Thus the work of Mills can be seen as an
illustrative example in terms of his biography of the conception of social space and the importance of narrative
Brewer, ,  It must therefore be tried and tested by all people. Mills, C. However, the more we become aware of
our environment, the more trapped we may seem to feel. Notes C. Mills also focused on the social problems in
America, most especially alienation. In the Sociological Imagination, it was discussed that the society and
history was involved in this kind of social system because of the peoples heedlessness to the
interconnectedness of self, history and society. The Sociological Imagination deals with how people would
and should respond to certain problems and struggles. In Mills, C. It became problematic when technocratic
slogans replaced reasoned moral choice. One way in which one can think about this, he offered, is to recognize
how what we often experience as "personal troubles", like not having enough money to pay our bills, are
actually "public issues" -- the result of social problems that course through society and affect many, like
systemic economic inequality and structural poverty. Perhaps you have your own view. On reason and
freedom[ edit ] The call to social scientists in the Fourth Epoch[ edit ] Mills [3] opens "On Reason and
Freedom" with the two facets of the sociological imagination history and biography in relationship to the
social scientist. Scott, Appelrouth and Laura Desfor Edles. Chronologically Mills traced the embodiment of
bureaucratic social science through the marketting agencies of the s, corporations and polling in the s,
academic life in the s and the American federal government in WWII and through other institutions
throughout the s. He writes that every individual cannot simply be fully integrated into society and internalize
all its cultural forms. In Howlett, Michael and David, Laycock. Mills suggests that people be avoiding apathy
and start practicing rationalization process. This is the form of dominant social system that the Communism
by Karl Marx contradicts. He writes of the need to integrate the social, biographical, and historical versions of
reality in which individuals construct their social milieus with reference to the wider society Mills, ,  Like
alcohol, coffee is a socially acceptable drug whereas marijuana is not. Hironimus-Wendt, Robert J. Wagner
which was shared by the general public. In other words, use the scientific method in real-life patterns. A
Comparison of C. Both ordinary people and the scholars thought and acted at state level. Personal
circumstances cannot be understood without conforming to the society, for everything that happens to an
individual is associated to his society. Morally insensible, they try to live altogether as private individuals. A
society of equalitarian system will prevent people from practicing capitalism that exploit the workers.


